THANKS FROM KOREA

Update on project for Captains Minkee & Grace Kim, serving in Korea

The quarters and corps are in the same building. Problem - Because of flooding, leakage from the bathroom and rains over a long period of time, the wall between their bedroom and the Fellowship Hall has mold and rotting wood. The Captains proposed to have this repaired and create as well a small space for an office (a small corner of the Fellowship Hall was being used for this) and some much needed storage space.

Thanks to the generous support during Bible Conference, this project has been completed!!!

NOT ENOUGH SPACE ON OUR MISSIONARY PRAYER BOARD! But there are only 3 couples on international service! That is true, but when you add those other serving outside the Territory, our “partners in mission”, reports on mission trips, information about our children’s home in Mexico, international prayer requests, our General, etc… it can be a problem to cover it all! Thanks to all who do such a great job keeping your Missionary Board updated! Remember, information is available online, as well as in the Southern Spirit! Over the years we have included photos of more than 25 Missionary Boards, these are a few more we had on file… Clay County, FL; Sherman, TX; and Spartanburg, SC.

MISSIONARY TRIVIA

What has been the greatest number of folks serving internationally at one time? 15, 35, or 23?
**PRAYER CONCERNS:**  After you pray, why not drop the persons prayed for a line or send an email of encouragement and blessing.

**PLEASE PRAY FOR:**

**COLONELS STEVE & WENDY MORRIS - JAPAN**  as Territorial Commander and Territorial President of Women’s Ministries.  Continue to prayer for their progress in learning the language, the finances of the Territory, and for the need for ministry personnel.  Also pray for their son Andrew who is in his senior year at UGA and for the ministry of Angela & Chris, their daughter and son-in-law, in their corps. Colonel Wendy has regular postings on Facebook sharing their “adventures”. She explains not only a lot of what is happening in The Army, but gives insights to many of the traditions and customs of the people.  Beautiful photos are always included.  
Stephen.Morris@jpn.salvationarmy.org   Wendy.Morris@jpn.salvationarmy.org

**CAPTAINS MINKEE & GRACE KIM - SOUTH KOREA:**  as Corps Officers of the Namchungju Corps.  They have with them daughter Yoanna, 14, and college age daughter, Joel, on a student’s visa. She will be returning to the states in July for her last year at Georgia Tech. Please also pray for their son, Peter, who is in the states, working at Vanderbilt University as a research assistant and is looking for a graduate school with a PhD program.
The Captains are most grateful that the project for repairs on their quarters/corps has been completed. Pray that they can continue to find ways to reach out to the community.  
Min-keee.kim@kor.salvationarmy.org    Eun-lye.hong@kor.salvationarmy.org

**MAJORS DAVID & SUSIE ERICKSON - SINGAPORE**  as Territorial Secretary for Business Administration (David) and Territorial Secretary for Program (Susie). Continue to pray for the new Chief Secretary and TSWM who were welcomed in January. Singapore is a 1st-world country but Malaysia, Myanmar, & Thailand have 3rd-world challenges; remember especially the officers in Myanmar. They are doing well and credit that to your prayers. They can be visited on Facebook and make regular posts of happenings there.
David.Erickson@smm.salvationarmy.org    Susie.Erickson@smm.salvationarmy.org

**SPECIAL DATES COMING UP**  (Birthdays unless otherwise noted)

**APRIL**
27  Major Susan Ellis 
   NHQ

**MAY**
9   Lt. Colonels Steve & Susan Ellis 
    Anniversary 
    NHQ
12  Andrew Morris, USA (22) 
    Son of Colonels Morris in JAPAN
18  Majors David & Susie Erickson 
    Anniversary 
    SINGAPORE

**JUNE**
9   Lt. Colonels Steve & Susan Ellis 
    NHQ
12  Andrew Morris, USA (22) 
    Son of Colonels Morris in JAPAN
18  Majors David & Susie Erickson 
    Anniversary 
    SINGAPORE

We would like to recommend also that you pray, from time to time, for those who are serving out of the Territory, not on “foreign” service, but sometimes they may feel like it!

Major Maureen Diffley, along with husband Major Robert Duskin(USA Central), soon returning to the South!  
   Lt. Colonels Jonathan & Barbara Rich (USA Central)
   Lt. Colonels Stephen & Susan Ellis (NHQ), soon returning to the South!
   Majors Mark & Jan Harwell transferring in June to NHQ
   Captains Trey and Sheri Jones transferring in June to NHQ
   Majors Tom & Julie Anne Louden transferring in July to USA Central
   Captain Valentina Wearmouth (UK) along with husband, Captain Richard, and son, Lucas

Please share with others these needs as your prayers do make the difference.

**Book Review**

“Things Unshakable” by Paul S. Rees (Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1947)
Sermons by a preacher with a heart for missionary work and support.
An unshakable Person (Jesus);
An unshakable Peace (in God’s love);
An unshakable Principle (in Holiness);
An unshakable Proclamation (Gospel).

**ANSWER TO TRIVIA QUESTION**

In 2009 there were 35.

**THE NEXT ISSUE OF GLOBAL VIEW WILL BE AVAILABLE JULY 2024**